Committee on Environment

Will meet at: 9:30 A.M.  Date: April 18, 2006

Location: Committee Room 4

Remarks:

**HB 475 QUEZAIRE**

DISTRIBUTES/WATER/FRESH Provides for continued effectiveness of law providing for Ascension Parish members of the Bayou Lafourche Fresh Water District board of commissioners

**SB 57 FONTENOT**

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH Repeals the jurisdiction of DEQ to regulate noise pollution.

**SB 58 FONTENOT**

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH Provides for the voluntary investigation and remediation of immovable property.

**SCR 20 SCHEDLER**

COMMITTEE STUDIES Requests the Senate Committee on Environmental Quality and the House Committee on the Environment to study and make recommendations regarding recycling and disposal options relative to computers and other electronic equipment.

N. J. DAMICO
Chairman